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【Objective】
To obtain information that is helpful for taking measures on improving access to
justice  by analyzing factors and backgrounds that impede access to justice and
realization of rights.

【Outcome】
1.To Understand how information concerning laws,regulations and procedures are
provided by government authorities and private sector in Japan.
2.To understand the disparity in regards to access to justice between cities and
rural areas and its countermeasures in Japan and analyze the own issues of
participant's country.
3.To understand the framework in Japan to  provide legal service  to the poor  and
analyze the  issues of participant's country.
4.To understand the framework in Japan to provide legal services for those who have
special needs such as foreigners, elderly people, people with disabilities and 
analyze the issues of participant's country.
5.To understand effective measures for providing  information  concerning laws,
regulations and procedures by government authorities and private sector.

【Target Organization】
Bar Association, Court, Ministry of
Justice or corresponding ministries,
public institutions and NGOs which are
responsible for legal aid

【Target Group】
Lawyers, judges, court officials,
officials of Ministry of Justice,
legal aid workers,
personnel who is responsible for legal
services (attorneys and legal
consultation) for the poor or in
depopulated areas, or those who are
authorized to decide the policy of
such institutions

Enhancement of Access to Justice
司法アクセス強化

Governance/Legal and Judicial Development

① Country Report Presentation
② Lectures ( "Public Law Offices and Countermeasures on Gaps between Cities and
Rural Areas" "Japan Legal Support Center" "Implementation of Court-Appointed Defense
Counsel and Duty Attorney" "Special Legal Needs of Foreigners, Elderly People and
those with Disabilities etc.")
③ Visits (Japan Legal Support Center, court proceedings and facilities, Public Law
Offices, publishing company etc.)
④ Discussion based on visits and lectures
⑤ Preparation and presentation of Action Plan

This seminar aims to introduce the efforts to improve access to justice in Japan, to share  issues and experiences on access
to justice of each participant's country, and to exchange opinions and networking among participants.
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